There are two major challenges f o r a high-performance remote-sensing database. First, it must provide low-latency retrieval of very large volumes of spatio-temporal data. This requires effective declustering and placement of a multidimensional dataset onto a large disk farm. Second, the order of magnitude reduction in data-size due to postprocessing makes it imperative, from a performance perspective, that the postprocessing be done on the machine that holds the data. This requires careful coordination of computation and data retrieval. This paper describes the design, implementation and evaluation of Titan, a parallel shared-nothing database designed f o r handling remotesensing data. The computational plagorm f o r Titan is a 16-processor IBM SP-2 with fourfast disks attached to each processor: Etan is currently operational and contains about 24 GBofAVHRRdata from the NOM-7satellite. The experimental results show that Titan provides good perjomuznce for global queries and interactive response times for local queries.
Introduction
Remotely-sensed data acquired from satellite-based sensors is widely used in geographical, meteorological and environmental studies. A typical analysis processes satellite data for ten days to a year and generates one or more images of the area under study. Data volume has been one of the major limiting factors for studies involving remotely-sensed data. Coarse-grained satellite data (4.4 km per pixel) for a global query that spans the shortest period of interest (ten days) is about 4 GB; a finer-grained version of the same data (1.1 km per pixel) is about 65 GB. The output images 'This research was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant #ASC 9318183, NASA under Grant #NAG 11485 (ARPA Project #8874), and ARPA under Grant #DABT 63-94-C-0049 (Caltech Subcontract #9503).
are usually significantly smaller than the input data. For example, a multi-band full-globe image corresponding to the 4.4 km dataset mentioned above is 228 MB. This data reduction is achieved by composition of information corresponding to different days. Before it can be used for composition, individual data has to be processed for correcting the effects of various distortions including instrument drift and atmospheric effects.
These characteristics present two major challenges for the design and implementation of a high-performance remotesensing database. First, the database must provide lowlatency retrieval of very large volumes of spatio-temporal data from secondary storage. This requires effective declusterhg and placement of a multi-dimensional dataset onto a suitably configured disk farm. Second, the order of magnitude reduction in data size makes it imperative, from a performance perspective, that correction and composition operations be performed on the same machine that the data is stored on. This requires careful coordination of computation and data retrieval to avoid slowing down either process.
Several database systems have been designed for handling geographic datasets [4, 19, 26, 27] . These systems are capable of handling map-based raster images, map points (e.g. cities) and line segments (e.g. rivers, roads) and provide powerful spatial query operations. They are, however, unsuitable for storing raw remote-sensing data that has not been projected to a map-based coordinate system. Maintaining remote-sensing data in its raw form is necessary for two reasons [23] . First, a significant amount of earth science research is devoted to developing correlations between raw sensor readings at the satellite and various properties of the earth's surface; once the composition operation is performed it is no longer possible to retrieve the original data. Second, the process of generating a map-based image uses a particular projection of a globe onto a two-dimensional grid.
Earth scientists use several different projections, each for a different purpose; no single projection is adequate for all uses. In addition, none of these systems have been designed for large disk farms. Given the volume of data retrieved for each query, uniprocessor platforms are unable to provide adequate response times. This paper describes the design, implementation and evaluation of Titan, a parallel shared-nothing database designed for handling remote-sensing data. The computational platform for Titan is a 16-processor IBM SP-2 with four IBM Starfire 7200 disks attached to each processor. Titan is currently operational and contains about 24 GB of data from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor on the NOAA-7 satellite.
The paper focuses on three aspects of the design and implementation of Titan: data placement, query partitioning and coordination of data retrieval, computation and communication. Section 2 provides an overview of the system. Section 3 describes the declustering and data placement techniques used in Titan. The data layout decisions in Titan were motivated by the format of AVHRR data and the common query patterns identified by NASA researchers and our collaborators in the University of Maryland Geography Department. Section 3.2 describes the indexing scheme used by Titan. Section 4 describes the mechanisms used to coordinate data retrieval, computation and interprocessor communication. Section 5 describes the experiments performed to evaluate Titan. Section 6 discusses the results and pinpoints the performance-limiting factors.
We believe our experiences suggest useful guidelines that go beyond remote-sensing databases in their scope. In particular, we expect our techniques for coordinating and balancing computation, communication and U 8 are useful for other unconventional databases that need to perform substantial post-processing. Similarly, we believe our results provide additional evidence for the utility of the minimax algorithm for declustering multidimensional datasets over large disk farms.
System Overview
Titan consists of two parts: (1) a front-end that interacts with querying clients, performs initial query processing and partitions data retrieval and computation: and (2) a backend that retrieves the data and performs post-processing and composition operations.
The front-end consists of a single host which can be located anywhere on the network. The back-end consists of a set of processing nodes on a dedicated network that store the data and do the computation. The current implementation of Titan uses one node of the 16-processor IBM SP-2 as the front-end and the remaining 15 nodes as the back-end. No data is stored on the disks of the node used as the front-end.
Titan partitions its data set into coarse-grained data blocks and uses a simplified R-tree to index these chunks (see sections 3.1 and 3.2 for details). This index is stored at the front-end which uses it to build a plan for the retrieval and processing of the required data blocks. The size of this index for 24 GB of AVHRR data is 11.6 MB, which is small enough to be held in primary memory.
(1) temporal bounds (a range in universal coordinated time), (2) spatial bounds (a quadrilateral on the surface of the globe), (3) sensor type and number, and (4) resolution of the output image. The result of a query is a multi-band image. Each pixel in the result image is generated by composition over all the sensor readings for the corresponding area on the earth's surface.
When the front-end receives a query, it searches the index for all data blocks that intersect with the query. It uses the location information for each block (which is stored in the index) to determine the set of data blocks to be retrieved by each back-end node. In addition, the front-end partitions the output image among all the back-end nodes. Currently, the output image is evenly partitioned by blocks of rows and columns, assigning each back-end node approximately the same number of output pixels. Under this partitioning scheme, data blocks residing on the disks of a node may be processed by other nodes; each back-end node processes the data blocks corresponding to its partition of the output image (see section 4 for details). The front-end distributes the data block requests and output image partitions to all back-end nodes.
Each back-end node computes a schedule for retrieving the blocks from its disks. This schedule tries to balance the needs of all nodes that will process these data blocks. As soon as a data block arrives in primary memory, it is dispatched to all nodes that will process it. Once a data block is available for processing (either retrieved from local disk or forwarded by another node), a simple quadrature scheme is used to search for sensor readings that intersect with the local partition of the output image. After all data blocks have been processed, the output image can either be returned to the front-end for forwarding to the querying client, or it can be stored in a file for later retrieval.
Titan queries specify four constraints:
Data Placement
Titan addresses the problem of low-latency retrieval of very large volumes of data in three ways. First, it takes advantage of the AVHRR data format and of common query patterns identified by earth science researchers 17, 10, 241, to partition the entire dataset into coarse-grained chunks that achieve good disk bandwidth. Second, it tries to maximize disk parallelism by declustering the set of chunks onto a large disk farm. Finally, it attempts to minimize seek time on individual disks by clustering the chunks assigned to each disk. The following subsections describe each of these techniques used to provide low-latency data retrieval.
Data Partitioning
AVHRR data is organized as one file per satellite orbit (with 14 orbits per day). Each file consists of a sequence of scan lines, each with 409 pixels. Each pixel consists of five readings, each in a different band of the electro-magnetic spectrum.
The AVHRR files provided by NASA [2] are organized in a band-interleaved form (i.e., all the values for a single pixel are stored consecutively). However, most satellite data processing programs process one of two groups -bands one and two or bands three, four and five [7, 24] . This grouping occurs due to the properties of the bands: the first two bands provide information to estimate the amount of chlorophyll in a region [9] whereas the last three bands can be used to estimate cloud cover and surface temperature [14] . To take advantage of these query patterns, Titan stores AVHRR data in two parts, one containing data for bands one and two and the other containing data for bands three, four and five.
We used three guidelines to determine the size of the basic data block -i.e.the unit of data retrieved from disk. First, the size should be large enough to allow efficient retrieval; second, the size should be small enough that most of the data retrieved is useful; and third, the block should be square (square groups of pixels provide better indexing than more elongated groups). From [I] we knew that for our configuration, the best U 0 performance is achieved for blocks larger than 128 KB. Therefore, we chose to partition the AVHRR data in tiles of 204x204 pixels. The data blocks containing bands one and two are about 187 KB; the data blocks containing bands three, four and five are about 270 Kl3. To minimize disk seek time, all data blocks with bands 1 and 2 are stored contiguously on disk, as are all data blocks with bands 3,4 and 5.
Indexing Scheme
The Titan index contains spatio-temporal bounds and retrieval keys for the coarse-grained data blocks described in Section 3, For expediency and due to the relatively small number of blocks in the database, we have implemented the index as a simplified R-tree. The index is a binary tree whose interior nodes are bounding quadrilaterals for their children. We use quadrilaterals instead of rectangles to achieve a better fit for spatial bounds. We chose a binary tree for its simplicity; since entire index is held in memory, disk efficiency is not important. Leaf nodes in the index correspond to data blocks and contain spatial and temporal extent, meta-data such as sensor type and satellite number, and the position on disk for each data block. The position of a data block is described by a [disk,offset] pair.
The leaf nodes are arranged in a z-ordering [21] before the index is built. Sorting the leaves spatially allows access to the index as a range tree. Furthermore, it allows interior node keys in the index to better approximate the spatial extent of their children, and reduces the overlap between different interior node keys at the same level in the tree. As a result, searching the index becomes more efficient.
Using a coarse-grained index has several advantages. First, the index supports efficient retrieval of data from disks. Second, the index supports quick winnowing of large portions of the data base when presented with localized queries. Third, the index allows query previews that enable users to quickly refine their queries, without forcing large volumes of data to be retrieved from disks [5] . Finally, the index is extensible -it is easy to include data from other sensors without re-engineering the indexing scheme or re-indexing existing data.
Declustering
Declustering methods for multidimensional datasets can be classified into two classes Since the Titan index is tree-based, we have adopted a graph-theoretic algorithm-Moon et al. 's minimaxspanning tree algorithm [ 161. This algorithm was originally proposed for declustering grid files on a large disk farm and has been shown to outperform Fang et al. 's Short Spanning Path algorithm [8] for that task. The minimax algorithm models the problem as a complete graph -each vertex represents a data block and each edge represents the likelihood that the corresponding data blocks will be accessed together. The key idea of the algorithm is to extend Prim's minimal spanning tree algorithm [22] to construct as many spanning trees as there are disks in the disk farm, and then assign all the blocks associated with a single spanning tree to a single disk. To generate the edge costs, we have chosen the proximity index proposed by Kame1 and Faloutsos [ 131. The alternative we considered, euclidean distance, is suitable for point objects that occupy zero area in the attribute space but does not capture the distinction among pairs of partially overlapped spatial objects of non-zero area or volume'.
Prim's algorithm expands a minimal spanning tree by incrementally selecting the minimum cost edge between the vertices already in the tree and the vertices not yet in the tree. This selection policy does not ensure that the increment in the aggregate cost (Le., the sum of all edge weights inclusive to the group of vertices associated with the spanning tree) due to a newly selected vertex is minimized. Instead, I By partially overlapped objects we mean d-dimensional objects whose projected images on at least any one of d dimensions intersect. For example, in Figure 1 , the minimum of minimum costs policy will pick up the vertex w and add it to the spanning tree Gi, because the weight of the edge ( w , w) is the minimum. However, this decision leads to putting the vertices 20 and U , which are connected by an edge with a very heavy weight, in the same vertex group represented by the spanning tree Gj. On the other hand, the minimum of maximum costs policy will pick up the vertex x and add it to the spanning tree Gi, because the weight of the edge (x, v) is the minimum of maximum costs.
In summary, the minimax algorithm (1) 
Clustering
In addition to maximizing disk parallelism by declustering, it is important to reduce the number of disk seeks by suitably linearizing the data blocks assigned to a single disk. We have chosen the Short Spanning Path (SSP) algorithm [8] for this purpose. We considered a Hilbert-curve-based scheme as an alternative. Both methods can be used to map multidimensional objects onto aone-dimensional space. It is widely believed that the Hilbert curve achieves the best clustering among space-filling curves [12, 171. In [16] , however, we have empirically shown that the SSP algorithm achieves better declustering (and therefore a better linearization) than a Hilbert-curve-based algorithm.
Finding the shortest spanning path i s NP-complete. Therefore, the SSP algorithm employs a heuristic to generate a path that is short, but not necessarily the shortest. The algorithm works by first picking a vertex randomly from a given set of N vertices. Now suppose we have generated a partial path covering k vertices 01, I . . , T J~? where k < N .
Then pick another vertex U randomly from the vertex set, and find a position in the path at which the vertex U should be placed by trying the k + 1 positions in the path, such that the length of the resulting path is minimized. Once again the proximity index is used to measure the distance between vertices.
Query Processing
As described in Section 2, Titan consists of a front-end host and a set of back-end nodes. For each query, the frontend uses the index to identify all data blocks that intersect with the spatial and temporal extents of the query. It also partitions the processing for the query among all back-end nodes. Currently, the output image is evenly partitioned by blocks of rows and columns, assigning each back-end node approximately the same number of outputpixels. Under this partitioning scheme, data blocks residing on the disks of a node may be processed by other nodes; each back-end node processes the data blocks corresponding to its partition of the output image.
For each data block to be retrieved, the front-end identifies its location (disk number and disk offset) and the identity of all the back-end nodes that need the data contained in the block. In other words, it identifies the producer as well as all the consumers of the data block. For each back-end node, the front-end computes the number of data blocks it will receive from each of the other back-end nodes. Once all this information is computed, the front-end distributes it to all the back-end nodes.
Each back-end node computes a schedule for retrieving the data blocks on its disks. The primary goal of the schedule is to retrieve data blocks in a balanced manner so as to keep all nodes busy (processing the query). It also tries to avoid disk seeks as far as possible. The scheduling algorithm first assigns a representative consumer for each data block. If the block has multiple consumers, the representative-consumer is chosen as follows. If the producer of the node is also a consumer, then it is chosen as the representative-consumer; otherwise one of the consumers is chosen randomly. The scheduling algorithm then partitions the list of data blocks into a set of lists, one list for each [disk, representativeconsumer] phases -a block-read phase, a block-send-check phase, a block-receive phase, a block-read-check phase, and a blockconsume phase -as shown in Figure 2 . Each back-end node also initializes its partition of the output image.
To hide the large latency for U 0 accesses and interprocessor communication, the back-end nodes issue multiple asynchronous requests to both the file system and the network interface, so that I/O, communication, and computation may all be overlapped. By keeping track of various pending operations, and issuing more asynchronous operations when necessary, the back-end nodes can move data blocks from their disks to the memory of the consuming back-end nodes in a pipelined fashion. In addition, while U 0 and communication are both proceeding, each back-end node can process data blocks as they arrive from either its own local disks or the network.
During the block-read phase, the node issues as many asynchronous reads to the disks as possible. The number of outstanding requests is limited by the number of buffers available and the number of local disks (little or no benefit is gained from too many outstanding reads per disk).
In the block-send-check phase, the node checks for completion of asynchronous sends used to dispatch data blocks to their consumers. When a data block has been delivered to all its consumers, the buffer holding it is released. In the block-receive phase, the node posts as many asynchronous receives as possible for data blocks that it needs but which are produced by other nodes. The number of outstanding requests is bounded by buffer availability and the number of nodes from which it is expecting to receive data.
In the block-read-check phase, the node checks for the completion of outstanding block-read requests. For each request that has completed, asynchronous sends are generated for all remote consumers, if any. In the block-consume phase, the node processes a data block that has arrived either over the network or from a local disk. For each block it extracts the data corresponding to its partition of the output image and performs the composition operation. At most one data block is processed within the block-consume phase per iteration. This policy ensures that the outstanding asynchronous operations are polled frequently.
Experimental Results
We have evaluated Titan in three ways. First, we have computed static measures that evaluate the quality of the data placement; second, we have conducted simulations to evaluate the performance of data retrieval for a set of queries that cover the globe; and third, we have measured actual performance on the SP-2 for a set of queries that cover land-masses of various sizes.
Static evaluation of data placement
We used two static measures to evaluate the quality of data placement: (1) the number of k-nearest-neighbor blocks placed on the same disk, for declustering; and (2) the aggregate probability that any pair of adjacent data blocks are fetched together, for clustering. These measures depend only on the data placement and are independent of the distribution, sizes and shapes of queries.
We counted the number of k-nearest-neighbor data blocks assigned to the same disk unit, varying k from 1 to 59 since the total of 55,602 data blocks were distributed over 60 disks. The results are summarized in Table 1 . The closer a pair of blocks are to each other, the higher the chance that they are accessed together. Therefore, the reduction of 48 to 70 percent in this measure indicates a potential for substantial performance improvement through declustering.
To estimate the aggregate probability that any pair of adjacent data blocks on the same disk unit are fetched together, we computed the probability path len th for all disks.
This measure is defined as proximity-index (Blocki, Blocki+l) , where N is k-nearest neighbors Random assignment Minimax declustering Improvement (%) the number of blocks assigned to a disk and Blocki and Blocki+l are a pair of adjacent blocks on the disk. A high probability path length indicates that data blocks are clustered well on the disk and hence will require a small number of disk seeks for retrieval. When the short spanning path algorithm was used to cluster data blocks on each disk, the average probability path length was 23.7; the corresponding number for random block assignment was 13.3.
Simulation-based evaluation of data retrieval
Based on the common query patterns identified by earth science researchers [7, 9, 10 , 241, we generated synthetic queries that uniformly cover the land masses of the world.
We divided the land masses into 12 disjoint regions, in total covering almost all of six continents (excluding Antarctica The model transfer time has been considered a plausible measure of the actual block transfer time [6, 16] under the assumptions that: (1) all disks can be accessed independently, and (2) the volume of data is too large for caching. The As was pointed out in [ 121, small gaps between fetched blocks are likely to be immaterial. Therefore, we use the total distance to be traveled by the disk arm, as well as the model seek time, to evaluate the clustering scheme.
We used 3-dimensional queries (two spatial dimensions and the temporal dimension). The sizes of queries are gov-*Contiguous data blocks may be considered to have contiguous logical block numbers, assuming that logical block numbers represent the relative locations of physical data blocks.
erned by a selectivity factor (0 < T < 1). The selectivity factor T denotes the percentage of the total spatiotemporal volume that the query covers. For example, a query for a region of size L L~~ x L L , ,~~ x L T~~~ had the size L~~~f i x L~~~~f i
x L~i~~f i . To simulate the data retrieval for these queries, we used the Titan index described in Section 3.2 and computed the model block transfer time and model seek time for each of the queries -without actually retrieving the data blocks. We used three values of selectivity: 0.01,O.l and 0.2 (1, 10 and 20 percent).
For each land region and each selectivity, we generated 500 range queries and computed the average model transfer time and the average model seek time. Table 2 and Table 3 show the results for all the land regions. In Table 2 , the first two columns for each selectivity show the average model transfer time for random block assignment and the minimux algorithm respectively; and the third column shows the improvement achieved by minimax. In Table 3 , the first two columns for each selectivity show the average model seek time for random assignment and SSP. To isolate the effects ofclustering, the same scheme (minimax) was used to assign blocks to each disk.
We also measured the average distance over which the disk arm needs to move for each query. The disk arm travel distance is modeled by (highestoffset -lowest-offset) among the blocks in the answer set of a given query. For all the experiments, we observed an 11 to 97 percent improvement in the disk arm travel distance for SSP clustering relative to random block assignment.
Performance on the SP-2
We measured the performance of Titan for loading the database as well as for processing queries. We measured the loading performance by measuring the wall-clock time for the entire loading operation as well as for major suboperations. To evaluate the query-processing performance, we ran a set of sample queries. Each of these queries generates a 10-day composite image, using the sensor measurements from bands 1 and 2. For simplicity, these sample queries are specified as rectangular boxes that cover land masses of varying sizes -the United Kingdom and Ireland, Australia, Africa, North America, South America, and the complete globe. The resolution of the output images for Table 3 . Model seek time all the sample queries was 100/128 degrees of longitude by 100/128 degrees of latitude.
Loading performance
Loading the database requires: (1) segmenting raw AVHRR files into data blocks; (2) building an index for the data blocks; (3) determining the data placement; and (4) copying the blocks to the appropriate locations. The first three phases were performed on a single node of the SP-2 and the last phase was done in parallel. For the 24 GB AVHRR data set, the entire loading operation took about four hours on the SP-2. The majority of the time was spent computing the data placement, which took about three hours to process the over 55,000 data blocks. The final step that moved data from the AVHRR files to the locations specified by the data placement algorithms took about twenty minutes.
Query-processing performance
We used the sample queries described above to evaluate the end-to-end performance of Titan and to understand the inter- actions between its subsystems. To study the interactions, we selectively disabled one or more of WO, interprocessor communication, and computation. We studied four configurations. The first configuration (referred to as I /O-only) enabled only the block-read and block-read-check phases (without communication) and was intended to measure the disk U 0 performance. The second configuration (referred to as 1 /O+computation) enabled the block-read, blockread-check and block-consume phases and was intended to estimate the extent to which use of asynchronous U 0 was able to hide U 0 latency. The third configuration (referred to as I/o+comm) enabled the block-read, blockread-check, block-send-check and block-receive phases and was intended to estimate the overlap the extent of overlap between U 0 and communication. The fourth configuration (referred to as full) enabled all phases and was intended to measure end-to-end performance. The first two configurations were run with a single back-end node and did not generate the complete output image. the time spent in performing computation is measured separately. To resolve the global query, the node retrieved 619 data blocks (1 16.2 MB) at an effective disk bandwidth of 9.2 MB/sec. Comparing this value to the maximum application-level disk bandwidth of 10.6 MB/sec achievable on an SP-2 node, as measured by a micro-benchmark, we note that the I/O overhead was small and that the data placement on a single node worked fairly well. The difference between the height of the left bar and that of the I/O part of the right bar indicates the amount of overlap between YO and computation. In this experiment, the overlap was about 65% (8 sec).
We next focus on end-to-end performance and on the interaction between all three components. Figure 4 shows the execution times for resolving the sample queries for the third and fourth configurations. In each graph, the second and the third bar correspond to the performance for the third and the fourth configuration, respectively. For comparison, the leftmost bar in every graph shows the estimated disk-read time assuming a disk bandwidth of 10 MB/s. Table 4 shows the total amount of data read from disk and communicated between processors to resolve the sample queries. By comparing the heights of the VO parts of the two leftmost bars for each query, we note that when the query is large enough, a significant part of the disk-read time is overlapped with communication. When the query is small, however, each node only reads a few data blocks from its disks, so cannot achieve maximum disk bandwidth. That is why the estimated 1/0 times (at 10 MB/sec) for the Australia and United Kingdom queries are less than the measured times for overlapped I/O. The rightmost bars in Figure 4 also show that computation did not overlap well with the combination of If0 and communication. We already know that VO did overlap fairly well with computation. Therefore, we conclude that use of
The experimental results presented in Section 5 show that Titan delivers good performance for both small and large queries. Titan achieves interactive response times (less than 10 sec.) for local queries and relatively quick turnaround (1.5 min.) for global queries. Nevertheless, there are two factors that limit further improvements in performance. First, the high U 0 parallelism has been achieved at the cost of locality. In the experiments, this shows up as a large amount of time spent in communication. Second, there is considerable computational load imbalance. Table 5 shows the minimum and maximum numbers of data blocks read and processed by different nodes for each of the sample queries.
The loss of locality is primarily due to the hidden assumption in the declustering algorithm, as well as in the algorithm that partitions the query processing, that the cost of moving the data from a disk to a processing node is the same for all disks and all nodes. In reality, data blocks retrieved by a back-end node must be forwarded to all consumers of the data block, resulting in a large amount of communication. As can be seen in Table 4 , data blocks retrieved for the global query had an average of 1.4 remote consumers; the corresponding numbers for the Africa and the United Kingdom queries are 1.8 and 6.2 respectively. The computational imbalance is primarily due to the use of a uniform partitioning scheme to process AVHRR data that is distributed non-uniformly over the attribute-space. The non-uniform distribution is partly due to the structure of the satellite's orbit and partly due to the shape of the earth.
We are currently working on the trade-off between VO parallelism and locality. We are considering two techniques: (1) using a two-phase strategy for composition of data blocks and (2) significantly increasing the size of the data blocks. The two-phase strategy would perform the processing and composition of all data blocks on a back-end node and forward only the composited result for combination with data from other nodes. This will reduce communication requirements. Since most of the processing for a data block will be done at the node on which it resides and since our decluster- Table 4 . The total number of data blocks read and communicated to resolve the sample queries.
ing scheme achieves a good I/O balance, we expect this to significantly improve the computational balance. Increasing the size of the data blocks will increase locality and improve the performance of the local composition operations. It will, however, reduce parallelism, particularly for small queries.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented the design and evaluation of Titan, a high performance image database for efficiently accessing remotely sensed data. Titan partitions the data into coarsegrained chunks, and distributes the chunks across a disk farm. The system consists of a front-end, for query partitioning, and a back-end, for data retrieval and post-processing. The experimental results show that Titan provides good performance for queries of widely varying sizes.
We are currently investigating techniques for efficiently handling multiple concurrent queries. The issues that must be addressed include resource management and data reuse. Resource management issues arise from trying to optimize use of the limited amount of buffering space available on the processing nodes. Data reuse refers to scheduling processing of queries that overlap in space andor time to achieve good system throughput. 
